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Introduction

• Objective: explore the recent literature related to PHR 
defining the taxonomy, challenges and open questions

• Methods: using Systematic Literature Review (SLR)

• In addition, to identify:
– Data types

– Standards

– Profiles

– Goals

– Methods

– Functions

– Architectures



PHR and EHR Relationships



Method

I. Research Questions

II. Search Strategy

III. Article Selection

IV. Quality Assessment

V. Data Extraction



Research Questions



Search Strategy

• PICOC

I. Population

II. Intervention

III. Comparison

IV. Outcome

V. Context



Articles Selection

• Steps

I. Impurity Removal

II. Filter by Title and Abstract

III. Duplicate Removal

IV. Filter by Full Text



Quality Assessment



Data Extraction



Results

• We reviewed more than 5,000 scientific studies published in the last 10 years, 
selected the most significant approaches, and thoroughly surveyed the 
healthcare field related to PHRs. 

• We obtained an updated taxonomy and identified challenges, open questions, 
and current data types, related standards, main profiles, input strategies, 
goals, functions and architectures of PHR.



Proceeding with Article Selection



Publication Chronology



PHR Taxonomy 



Challenges and Open Questions



PHR Data Types



PHR Related Standards



PHR Profiles, 
Interaction Types and Goals

• Physician/Doctor

• Nurse

• Administrative

• Patient / Consumer

• Relative

• Public / Anonymous

Profiles

• Direct

• Indirect

• Outsourced

Interaction Types 

• Consult

• Maintain

• Monitor

Goals



PHR Information Techniques



PHR Architectures



Discussion

• Overview of the technology regarding PHR in the last ten 
years from a number of candidate articles. 

• Identified several common aspects of studies by answering a 
number of research questions. 

• Proposed a PHR taxonomy and identified gaps to be further 
researched that represent challenges and issues

• Identified data types, standardization, profiles and a 
classification of input techniques



Limitations

• Review focused exclusively on articles addressing the inherent PHR 
concepts. 

• Research sought to answer the resolution of the research questions

• Research was limited to obtaining articles published in a number of 
scientific portals related to ICT and health. 

• Research was reduced to studies found from these websites when we 
implemented the steps of the SLR Methodology. 

• Focused on scientific articles and did not address commercial or more 
technological approach solutions.



Conclusions

• This study aimed to raise and discuss the main issues regarding PHR and 
identify the concepts of the technology in this area. 

• To answer the research questions throughout this work, we sought first to 
systematize and qualify the information that served as a source for the 
survey. 

• For the completion of the work, we were able to identify and propose a 
broad taxonomy for the scope of work, which was created after an analysis 
of the relevant articles in last decade. 

• All of these results contribute to the achievement of a significant coverage 
degree regarding the technology related to PHRs.


